Abolish Finance Move

Hinds fairly snapped to attentiveness when he called the floor to him at the Finance Committee meeting yesterday. The Finance Committee moved that the Finance Committee be abolished. Hinds himself is a member of the Finance Committee. The meeting was continued in order to hear the Finance Committee's point of view.

Lack of communications between administration officials and faculty affairs, was stressed as one of the most important problems facing the faculty today.

Hinds announced that he would present a report to the administration at the next meeting of the Academic Council.
Letters To The Editor

Touche

Dear Editor:

After reading last week's paper I decided to write a letter and let some of the students that I present here what an RA and what an ICC representative is.

When I see someone walking down the hall with a cup in their hand and don’t even know why,

I want to know why.

I want to know what is the future of that student if I can prove any recurrence of that same problem. If I can prove it, I want to see that student voted out and then that action will be vacated. I believe that we always been my opinion that we always been my opinion that we have a serious situation that has to be handled and HARD.

Garth Conlan

Rodeo Club President

Not Approached

Dear Editor:

This letter is to point out that the action of SAC, Coats, in removing one of the ICC representatives, was not the feeling of this organization. This organization was not approached as to its opinion regarding this action.

Jim Lanphier Dairy Club

Ray Klinesworth, President

Wanted: Men

We, the needs, understand that there are a few men on campus who is that the crews are dated-up (or going steady) waste head of times.

Would you like to know that most of us would welcome the chance to talk with you more of your Poly Club.

State Mummy

Dear Editor:

I am sure that you see that someone has finally brought the love on the SAC and bounded to the campus. Fleet of all, I am not against athletic nor am I being against for when I see a fellow who is an Intercomputer or any other ICC member.

If you want to know what the point of this is, I am voting yea on this proposition. I am happy to see that someone has finally brought the love on the SAC and bounded to the campus. Fleet of all, I am not against athletic nor am I being against for when I see a fellow who is an Intercomputer or any other ICC member.

I am not the feeling of the organization. Giving the directors of the student government a vote in the activities of SAC by the ICC representative. It was not a fault or SAC members, but others doing their utmost to conduct AAB affairs properly.

I really ask you for Justification following the meeting, attended by me, the secretary McElhany, ICC representative, to get the ICC representative a vote in the activities of SAC by the ICC representative. It was not a fault or SAC members, but others doing their utmost to conduct AAB affairs properly.

I again ask you for Justification following the meeting, attended by me, the secretary McElhany, ICC representative, to get the ICC representative a vote in the activities of SAC by the ICC representative. It was not a fault or SAC members, but others doing their utmost to conduct AAB affairs properly.

I again ask you for Justification following the meeting, attended by me, the secretary McElhany, ICC representative, to get the ICC representative a vote in the activities of SAC by the ICC representative. It was not a fault or SAC members, but others doing their utmost to conduct AAB affairs properly.

I again ask you for Justification following the meeting, attended by me, the secretary McElhany, ICC representative, to get the ICC representative a vote in the activities of SAC by the ICC representative. It was not a fault or SAC members, but others doing their utmost to conduct AAB affairs properly.

I again ask you for Justification following the meeting, attended by me, the secretary McElhany, ICC representative, to get the ICC representative a vote in the activities of SAC by the ICC representative. It was not a fault or SAC members, but others doing their utmost to conduct AAB affairs properly.

I again ask you for Justification following the meeting, attended by me, the secretary McElhany, ICC representative, to get the ICC representative a vote in the activities of SAC by the ICC representative. It was not a fault or SAC members, but others doing their utmost to conduct AAB affairs properly.

I again ask you for Justification following the meeting, attended by me, the secretary McElhany, ICC representative, to get the ICC representative a vote in the activities of SAC by the ICC representative. It was not a fault or SAC members, but others doing their utmost to conduct AAB affairs properly.

I again ask you for Justification following the meeting, attended by me, the secretary McElhany, ICC representative, to get the ICC representative a vote in the activities of SAC by the ICC representative. It was not a fault or SAC members, but others doing their utmost to conduct AAB affairs properly.
Leather to Fly in Eighth Annual Boxing Tourney

Cal Poly's 8th Annual Novice Boxing Tournament will get under way early this week. The competition will be held at the student union today. Coach Ted Leibert will announce the all-division tourney scheduled for the 6th and 7th respectively. All students interested in entering this tournament can do so by contacting Coach Leibert at the student union office or by signing up on the sign-up sheet located in the ladies' Crandall Gym. Variety boxes and bears with professional announcers will be present.

Mixed Volleyball

New Poly Pastime

Students are urged to enter this tournament can be done by contacting Coach Leo at his residence or by signing up on the sign-up sheet located in the ladies' Crandall Gym. Vari- ety boxes and bears with professional announcers will be present.
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Engineers Guard Sounds
For Space Message Try

Practically every department of the engineering division will play a part in gathering any on-the-spot scientific data that might possibly develop as radio station KATY waits for outer-space messages next Wednesday.

At the request of an international, little-known interplanetary society headquartered in London, KATY will go silent at 8:15 p.m. and at 10:15 p.m. for three minutes each time. The society has what it believes is evidence that interplanetary messages possibly can be received on earth at that time since, with KATY’s consent, the society has been announcing to “the universe” that the station’s frequency will be available.

Not Convinced

“While we’re by no means convinced there will be any kind of messages,” says Gordon Marquardt, one-time major network executive who now owns KATY, “we’re willing to give it a serious try. To make it as objective as possible, we’ve asked the Cal Poly engineers to stand by.”

Electronic engineering majors will man an inner and outer ring of signal and direction detectors that among other things can determine whether a message is originating from the earth or from the sky. Mechanical engineers will operate altitude and direction-finding equipment.

Milk Herd Keeps Production Fame

Two more Cal Poly Holsteins have completed official record tests that bring their lifetime production totals to more than 150,000 lb. of milk—enough milk to have fed 6,000 average families a full week.

The Holstein-Friesian Association of America gave such records to Chorro Marsh St. 288164 (VO), 160,003 lb. of milk and 0,047 lb. of butterfat in 8,007 days on official test. Association officials say the more-than-150,000 mark represents approximately seven-and-one-half times the lifetime total of the average dairy cow.

CSTA Officers

Officers recently elected to fill posts in the California Student Teachers Association included Victor Bwcola, vice-president; Joan Neilan, secretary; Sue Howie, treasurer and Varla Neel, public relations.

Anyone interested in joining CSTA should contact Sue Howie or Russell Gorman.